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ABSTRACT:

Statisticians of Russia have a long tradition of compiling input-output tables. The first Russian Input-Output Tables called inter-industry balance of production and disposition of output were calculated for reporting year 1966 but they were based on the methodological principles of the material product system. The first Supply and Use Tables based on the concepts the of SNA1993 were compiled for reporting year 1995, however these tables were used the national product and industry classifications which were not harmonized with corresponding international classifications recommended SNA 1993. It was the main difference SUT 1995 from SNA93 requirements. The first SUT for Russia based on the new industry classifications harmonized with Statistical classification of economic activities in the European Community (NACE Rev.1) were calculated for reporting year 2004. The objective of this paper is to describe present situation and future development of SUT for Russia. This paper will focus on the experience of compilation of SUT 2004-2006 for Russia, on the classifications, data sources, compilation methods and specific practical problems (regarding the Russian case).